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Lemoyne Borough, Cumberland
County, wanted to set a “high
bar” with its community mural
project, The Lemoyne Passage.
“We wanted a very excellent first
mural, so if there ever was an
opportunity to put others up, we’d
set the bar high,” explained Councilwoman Sue Yenchko. She was
a member of the revitalization
sub-committee that conceived and
oversaw the project.
She said that in 2005 “that wall
became our goal.” It took a
lot of planning, fund raising,
and coordination with the PA
Department of Transportation
(PennDOT).
Yenchko said she and an artist
friend had driven around
Lemoyne looking for suitable
buildings and walls, but the I-83
exit ramp was the place with
“something like 10,000 motorists
getting off at that exit” every day.
The mural’s theme,
Transportation Pathways
Through Lemoyne’s History, took
about 14 months to complete. It
was dedicated in July.
Daniel Finch, professor of
painting and drawing at nearby
Messiah College’s Department
of Visual Arts, was the chosen
artist with a portfolio of
murals including one at the
Susquehanna Art Museum and
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Lemoyne Passage Mural Showcases Borough’s History

another in Carlisle Borough,
Cumberland County.
To create the massive artwork,
Finch transferred his design
onto specialized cloth with
each section being outlined
and numbered so others could
help him apply the colors. This
allowed borough residents, from
7- to a 94-year-olds to participate.
In all, 125 volunteers put brush
to cloth.
Once completed the panels were
applied to the wall using a special
adhesive and coated with a graffiti-resistant sealer. It took eight
days to install with 10 or so people
assisting each day. The borough
also had to coordinate the installation with PennDOT since it was
on a busy ramp and the safety of
the volunteers was essential.
The completed mural is
approximately 440 feet long
and about 17 feet at its tallest,
tapering down to two feet.
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Yenchko said designing the mural
with such extreme measurements
was a “real feat.”
The total cost of the project was
$81,000, paid for with a publicprivate partnership including
LB Smith Ford Lincoln and
Cumberland Valley Visitors
Bureau, which pledged a grant
of $25,000 based on the borough
committee raising $56,000.
Overall there were 22 sponsors
and no money from the borough
budget went to the mural,
Yenchko said.
This artwork was part of
revitalization taking place in
the borough. The streetscape
improvements have included
curbing, sidewalks, and rain
gardens and plantings with
native species.
For more on Lemoyne, visit
lemoynepa.com.

